
Methodology
By leveraging de Saint Laurent et al. (2020)'s character-role-framework—which
delineates roles such as the hero, persecutor, fool, and victim—we analysed 539
image macro memes to discern the recurrent narrative structures within
conspiracy-themed memetic content.

Disproving the “conspiracy theorist” label

Introduction
In the digital age, conspiracy theories have flourished (Butter
& Knight, 2015), entwined with the ubiquitous presence of
Internet memes—transmissible, adaptable cultural patterns
fundamental to online communication (Shifman, 2013). This
paper delves into the convergence of these two phenomena,
seeking to illuminate the collaborative construction of these
narratives within online communities, particularly
emphasising the role of memes.

Distancing from the “crazy”

The hypocritical (and thus foolish) “bad side”

The illogical (and thus foolish) “bad side”

The dishonest (and thus evil) “bad side”

Community members/”the good side” as 
the most intelligent

Hijacking the mainstream

Memetic mastery

Unmasking the hidden

Secretive powers concealed

Institutional distrust

What’s the “next thing”?

Predictive patterns

Idealisation of the past

Historical precedents

Reframing identity

Enlightened victims

Intellectual autonomy

The delusion/threat 
of outsiders

Community superiority

Speculative narratives

Historical continuums

Findings

Data Sources
1. The subreddit r/NoNewNormal, a popular 
    community for the development of COVID-19
    conspiracy theories and memes over the course 
    of the pandemic. It was banned in September 
    2021 due to disinformation.

2. The subreddit r/CoronavirusCirclejerk, a  
    community that many users of banned 
    r/NoNewNormal seemingly migrated to 
    (see Davies et al., 2021).
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Through the lens of memetic
templates, community members
craft conspiracy narratives that

cement their role as "enlightened
victims" while encapsulating a
broader quest for intellectual

autonomy.

Central to our exploration is a
pervasive dichotomy between the
'good' and the 'bad', a hallmark of
conspiratorial narratives (Barkun,
2013) often accentuated in 
memetic representations.


